Uncertain Worlds

Social Assistance & Humanitarian Relief

In crisis and conflict settings, where state capacities are weak...

...Why are so many humanitarian, social assistance and disaster relief operations based on risk assessment and management...

...Where stability and predictability are assumed?

The standard focus is on top-down plans and targeting, rather than flexible learning and collaboration.

In conflict and disaster settings, things are unpredictable...

...And always in flux. Sometimes surprises happen.

When the world is uncertain, different approaches are needed, rather than fixed plans. All programmes need to experiment, improve, adapt and learn.

The best way to do this is to keep in close touch with what’s happening on the ground.

In conflict-prone lowland areas in Ethiopia, working with pastoral community leaders in a safety net social assistance programme is important.

They understand the uncertainties being faced, are aware of local needs and have ideas about how assistance should be fairly distributed.

In Libya, mosques leaders who act as brokers and facilitators for programme funding for social assistance through zakat (Islamic charitable relief)...

Voluntary ‘social researchers’ help to check out who needs what help at a local level.

Since pictures are unknown...

...Fixed budgets, standardised targeting and uniform protocols don’t work.

Instead, flexible contingency planning...

...And working together with local people is essential. In crisis and conflict settings, voluntary ‘social researchers’ help to check out who needs what help at a local level.
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